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India holidays are globally famous because it has various myriad holidaysâ€™ destinations that have
been attracting various travelers since ages. The place is blessed with gorgeous hill stations,
historical places, forts and monuments, cultural sites, beach destinations, back water destinations,
house boats, luxury and heritage hotels, nature blessed landscapes etc to make your trip a
memorable event. On your India holidays you can avail the wonderful opportunity of spending your
vacation in luxury as there are many tour operators to guide you on your trip.

If you have a keen inclination towards palaces and forts than Jaipur should not be missed by any of
the travelers.  Jaipur tour takes you the most beautiful cultural heritage sites that will leave you spell
bound on journey. Jaipur was the stronghold of clan of rulers whose three hill forts and series of
palaces in the city are important attractions. Jaipur is certainly a major attraction for the first time
traveler. As one can explore fascinating places like Ajmer palace, city palace, Hawa Mahal,
Nahargarh, jai Garh etc. Jaipur tourism offers various travel packages that makes it easier for the
travelers to explore this beautiful city. Traditional handcrafted, jewelry, clothes, ethnic crafts can be
collected during the vacation tour.  Jaipur tourism also offers honeymoon tour package, camel safari
packages, yoga meditation tour package to fulfill the requirement of all types of travelers and make
their vacation the most memorable one. Enjoy a camel safari or be tempted by the lure of jungle
with Jaipur packages and be a part of it. So treat yourself with Jaipur packages. Whether you are
looking for a weekend getaway to relax or indulge in special holidays of Jaipur, it will offer you a new
adventure that you can cherish throughout your life.

You can also acquaint yourself with the royal charm of the past as you step foot on the land of
impressive forts and surreal palaces. Your tour will include the imposing City Palace, still home to
the Maharaja although several of the rooms are now open to the public. Many antiques and artifacts
belonging to the ruling family are housed here, including a collection of weaponry. Indian golden
triangle tour takes you to witness the most renowned places in north that will leave you spell bound
on your journey.  So this time if you are planning for a vacation than opt for Jaipur tours as the place
is ought to maze you with architectural wonders and colorful places.
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